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Some people call it a vibe and some people call it a groove. We call it boogie soul. It’s the 

sound of HANDSOME JACK on their new album “Do What Comes Naturally”. 

Produced by Zachary Gabbard of the BUFFALO KILLERS and featuring Bob Nave (of the 

legendary Lemon Pipers) on hammond organ, among others, the music of this album 

seamlessly flows through deep dark mid-tempo boogies, smoky upbeat burners, and soulful 

feel-good rockers all with a natural ease. 

HANDSOME JACK hails from Buffalo NY and began as a blues garage rock band. After 

high school they moved out of the garage and developed their sound into a natural soulful 

boogie that remains rooted in raw blues. They’ve shared the stage with The Sheepdogs, Blue 

Cheer, Gov’t Mule, J. Geils, The Hold Steady, and Robert Randolph to name a few. 

 

Handsome Jack is a band to set your sights on and never look away this year. Fuzzy blues and 

boogie soul make up their new record Do What Comes Naturally. With its timeless sound, 

this record could easily have been plucked from a time capsule from 40-50 years ago. A little 

Lynyrd Skynyrd in the way it often just effortlessly feels like gritty Southern blues rock, this 

is seriously sexy music. The dark smokiness of “Creepin’” will stick with you, leaving you 

still swaying your hips long after it ends, and the laid-back saunter of “Dry Spell” beckons 

you for a ride in a dusty old hot rod. A deep appreciation for the blues runs rampant through 

these songs, and you’d never guess they hail from Buffalo, NY. It’s elevated garage rock from 

a garage in which we’d all be lucky to hang. Review  www.readthehorn.com 

 

Buffalo, New York’s Handsome Jack are an intriguing prospect; a Group combining garage 

rock with ‘boogie soul’, a mixture of Delta blues and Stax-style influences. On paper, that 

might seem a familiar formula, one that puts you in mind of the White Stripes and Black 

Keys, but in practice there is enough originality here to warrant your attention. Album opener 

Echoes is not so much a song as a groove – but what a groove, creeping menacingly out of the 

Delta with a backbeat that teases forever before at last snapping into place. Between The Lines 

is the most obvious example of the Stax influence; it’s major key guitar and bass groove is 

straight out of Memphis. But it is You & Me’s three-note guitar that best captures the band 

ethos: keep it simple, keep it raw. make it groove. Review Stephen Lawson for Blues 

Magazine UK... 
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